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Abstract

This paper reports the results of a natural field experiment
where workers from a paid crowdsourcing environment self-
select into tasks and are presumed to have limited attention.
In our experiment, workers labeled any of six pictures from
a 2 x 3 grid of thumbnail images. In the absence of any in-
centives, workers exhibit a strong default bias and tend to se-
lect images from the top-left (“focal”) position; the bottom-
right (“non-focal”) position, was the least preferred. We at-
tempted to overcome this bias and increase the rate at which
workers selected the least preferred task, by using a combina-
tion of monetary and non-monetary incentives. We also var-
ied the saliency of these incentives by placing them in either
the focal or non-focal position. Although both incentive types
caused workers to re-allocate their labor, monetary incentives
were more effective. Most interestingly, both incentive types
worked better when they were placed in the focal position and
made more salient. In fact, salient non-monetary incentives
worked about as well as non-salient monetary ones. Our ev-
idence suggests that user interface and cognitive biases play
an important role in online labor markets and that salience
can be used by employers as a kind of “incentive multiplier”.

Introduction

In this paper, we conduct a natural field experiment (Har-
rison and List 2004) in a paid crowdsourcing environment
to study how worker decision making is affected by the
type and saliency of incentives. In particular, we compare
the effects of direct monetary incentives (which workers
presumably directly value) to non-monetary incentives that
merely indicate employer preferences without directly af-
fecting workers’ material payoffs. Further, we investigate
how these two types of incentives interact both with each
other and with worker default behaviors (related to the pat-
tern by which they scan a document or interface) that can
give certain kinds of incentives more or less salience.

In Section we discuss the conceptual framework needed
to understand the experiments and the theory that motivates
our designs. Section explains the experimental design, Sec-
tion reports the results and Section concludes.
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Conceptual Framework

The power of positional effects has been extensively stud-
ied by human factors researchers; one well-established reg-
ularity is that people who read “left-to-right” in their native
language tend to scan information in a corresponding left-
to-right and top-to-bottom manner. This tendency has been
well-documented in the context of navigating web pages
and selecting items from computer interfaces (Goldberg et
al. 2002; Hornof 2004). Positional effects also play an im-
portant role in how workers search for tasks in Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) marketplace: users overwhelm-
ingly tend to select tasks that are positioned first(Chilton et
al. 2010). These positional effects suggest that people eval-
uate their options with time-saving heuristics of “default”
behaviors.

Heuristics, attention and salience

Because it is not free to gather or process information, ratio-
nal agents frequently employ shortcuts and thus often ratio-
nally decide to overlook certain aspects that may be relevant
to a decision.1 In the real world where people have limited
attention, it matters how choices are presented.

Several empirical papers have documented that people re-
spond more to salient prices. In toll booths where tolls are
collected electronically, the price of tolls tend to rise more
rapidly (even after controlling for confounding factors) sug-
gesting that toll operators raise prices more since drivers
are less aware of price increases when they do not physi-
cally take money out of their pockets to pay tolls (Finkel-
stein 2009).2 In the public policy domain, Thaler and Sun-
stein argue in their book Nudge: Improving Decisions About
Health, Wealth, and Happiness that, “setting default options,
and other similar seemingly trivial menu-changing strate-
gies, can have huge effects on outcomes, from increasing
savings to improving health care to providing organs for life-
saving transplant operations.” (Thaler and Sunstein 2008).

1Herbert Simon, extended the concept of “homo economicus”
with a model of “bounded rationality” in his seminal 1955 article
(Simon 1955).

2DellaVigna also provides an overview of other interesting eco-
nomic field experiments that measure the impact of limited atten-
tion, salience, and other cognitive biases (DellaVigna 2009)
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Figure 1: The 2 x 3 grid of images from our task interface

Notes: This figure shows the 2 x 3 layout used in our experiment. Depending on treatment, different levels of bonuses and progress bars
were shown below each image. Above, we show Treatment 6 where the bottom-right position has a 5-cent bonus and a 10% progress bar as
compared with a 1-cent bonus and 90% progress bar in every other position.

Experimental approach

We examine the consequences of default behavior and inves-
tigate whether workers persist in picking whichever image
arbitrarily appears in the top left, even when the images are
made to have different payoffs.

Our first series of experiments uses progress bars to in-
dicate that images have different levels of completion and
examines whether workers will choose the task that is most
in need of completion. Although workers are provided with
an indication of how close to completion the work is, they
are not rewarded for selecting any particular image.

Our second series of experiments parallels the first, but
instead of progress bars, the experiment uses bonuses be-
tween 1 and 5 cents in order to observe whether workers will
choose the task that gives them the highest explicit monetary
incentive.

Given the importance of default behavior and limited at-
tention, we also test whether the position—i.e., salience—of
each incentive type also has an effect. Several of our treat-
ments are identical except that they are placed in either a
“focal” position (i.e., in the top-left) or a “non-focal” posi-
tion (i.e., the bottom-right); by holding the incentive types
constant and varying position, we can identify the effect of
salience. A full description of both sets of treatments can be
found in section .

To summarize, our treatments were divided along the fol-
lowing dimensions:
• type of incentive: monetary, progress bars or both
• size of monetary incentive: large bonus (5-cents) or

small bonus (1-cent)
• saliency/position of incentive: focal or non-focal

Experimental Design

Subjects were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) and were offered a payment of 25 cents to label
a single image. We recruited a total of 837 subjects. The
subjects were stratified over the seven treatment groups.

Our job posting was designed to appear just like any other
image-labeling task that workers ordinarily perform in this
labor market. As a result, the behavior we observe is likely
to be representative of ordinary behavior in this marketplace.
This design is known as a “natural field experiment” (Harri-
son and List 2004) that uses the “experimenter-as-employer”
paradigm(Gneezy and List 2006; Horton, Rand, and Zeck-
hauser forthcoming) 3 (Mason and Watts 2009) provides an
overview of financial incentives on MTurk and (Shaw, Hor-
ton, and Chen 2010) provides an overview of a variety of
non-monetary incentives.

Description of task and task interface

In our experiment, workers/subjects were asked to provide
labels for photographic images. This is a common task
in the MTurk market, as the challenges of computer vi-
sion make image labeling a prototypical human computation
task.(Huang et al. 2010; Von Ahn and Dabbish 2004)

Before beginning, workers were given treatment-specific
instructions on how to complete their task. Afterwards, they
were presented with a screen showing a 2 x 3 array of im-
ages where they chose an image to label. Figure 1 shows the
array and one particular configuration of our experimental

3Other recent examples that use this design include (Chandler
and Kapelner 2010; Horton and Chilton 2010; Shaw, Horton, and
Chen 2010; Mason and Watts 2009; Pallais 2010).
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parameters (i.e, progress bar, bonus and position). Images
were randomly assigned to the six positions and randomized
for each trial.4

Our primary outcome measure was the position a worker
chose to label from a 2-row, 3-column array of thumbnail
images.

Types of incentives

Progress bars Treatments 1, 2 and 3 examine whether an
arrangement of progress bars affected task selection. Sub-
jects were told that:

“[progress bars] indicate how near we are to our la-
beling goals for each image... 100% indicates that we
have reached our goal and don’t need any more labels.
0% indicates that we have no labels for that image.”

Table 1: Treatments involving progress bars

Treatment Level of Position of
Number Name progress bars 10% bar

0 (n = 118) Balanced All at 10% –
1 (n = 117) Imbalanced/ 5 at 90%, bottom-right

Non-salient 1 at 10%
2 (n = 115) Imbalanced/ 5 at 90%, top-left

Salient 1 at 10%

Table 1 lists all of our progress bar treatments.

Monetary incentive (bonus) treatments Our remaining
treatments offered workers monetary bonuses in exchange
for labeling images at certain positions. Each position was
given a particular bonus level; a worker selecting an im-
age received the bonus associated with that position (if any).
Across treatments, we varied the size of the bonuses, the
placement of the bonuses and whether bonuses were paired
with progress bars.

Table 2: Treatments involving bonuses

Treatment Level of Position of
Number Name bonuses largest bonus

3 (n = 125) Large Bonus/ 5 at 1c, bottom-right
Non-salient 1 at 5c

4 (n = 125) Large Bonus/ 5 at 1c, top-left
Salient 1 at 5c

5 (n = 109) Small Bonus/ 5 at 0c, bottom-right
Non-salient 1 at 1c

6 (n = 128) Large Bonus/ 5 at 1c, bottom-right
Salient 1 at 5c

4This allows us to disentangle whether a particular position was
more popular and whether a particular image was more popular.

Design and predictions from bonus treatments Across
our bonus treatments, we paid two levels of bonuses: a five
cent (“large bonus”) and a 1 cent (“small bonus”). In Treat-
ment 3, a 5-cent large bonus was placed on the lower right
hand corner—the non-focal position. Every other position
offered a 1-cent small bonus. In Treatment 4, a 5-cent bonus
was placed on the focal position while every other position
offered a 1-cent bonus. (Note the parallelism with Treat-
ments 1 and 2.)

We next examined whether the size of the bonus matters.
If workers do indeed have lexicographic preferences, they
should select the image that offers the highest bonus, even
if it is only 1-cent. Treatment 5 tested this by offering a 1-
cent bonus in the non-focal position and no bonus (0 cents)
at every other position.

In Treatments 3, 4 and 5, the levels of the progress bars
were set to be neutral; specifically, all progress bars were
set at 10% and the only dimensions of the experiment that
changed were the size and position of the bonuses. In con-
trast, Treatment 6 used imbalanced progress bars, implic-
itly suggesting the non-focal image. Treatment 6 measured
the double effect of using both progress bars and bonuses to
draw people towards the bottom right. In essence, Treatment
6 combines Treatments 1 and 4 by employing both an im-
balanced configuration of progress bars and a large (5-cent)
bonus in the non-focal position.

Table 2 summarizes all of the bonus treatments.

Experimental results

In the subsections below, we present results relating to a
number of hypotheses. The raw data for each of the seven
experimental groups is shown in Figure 2—see the figure
note for a detailed explanation.

In the top left grid of this figure, we can see that with-
out any inducement, the fraction of subjects choosing the
bottom-right position is only 8%, about half of what would
be expected (1/6th or 16.7%—for a two-sided t-test: p <
.03). Having imbalanced progress bars pushes workers to
select the non-focal image. However, offering bonuses has
a larger effect. The largest effect by a wide margin occurs
when we combine both progress bars and monetary incen-
tives, as shown in the bottom panel.

Workers exhibit a “default bias” and prefer tasks
located in more focal positions

As hypothesized, our workers exhibit a strong preference for
the image in top-left, focal position and select it 36.4% of
the time in our baseline group, more than twice as much as
would be expected by random (p < .003). The bottom-right
(non-focal) position is selected only 8.5% of the time (or less
than half as much as would be expected). Figure 2 shows the
raw data for the baseline and all other treatments.

In addition to a preference for the focal position, workers
also systematically preferred certain images over others. A
formal test of whether all six images were equally popular is
rejected using a chi-square goodness of fit test (p < 0.014).5

5Incidently, the most attractive image for workers was one
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Figure 2: Fraction of subjects selecting different positions
within each treatment

Notes: The above matrix includes seven different 2 x 3 grids, each
of which represent the raw data showing the proportion of workers
who selected each position for the seven treatments. The baseline
group, Treatment 0, is shown at the top-left and illustrates the posi-
tion bias that occurs when progress bars are balanced and without
any bonuses. The other 2 x 3 grids are arranged according to the
types of incentives employed. Within each 2 x 3 grid, if a number
is oriented at 45-degrees, that particular position was incentivized
as part of a treatment.

Saliency makes all incentives more effective

We tested the hypothesis of whether more salient incentives
would have stronger effects. To evaluate monetary incen-
tives, we either paid a 5-cent bonus in the non-focal position
(Treatment 3) or the focal position (Treatment 4). Similarly,
the progress bars indicated that the worker choose the non-
focal position (Treatment 1) or the focal position (Treatment
2).

At baseline, 8.5% choose the non-focal position and
36.4% choose the focal position. For each position, we thus
measure the effectiveness of a treatment by how much it in-
creased the percentage relative to these bases. Our progress
bar incentives increased the absolute percentages by 8.6%
(p < .03) and 19.2% (p < .002) for the non-focal and focal
positions, respectively; the monetary incentives increased
the absolute percentages by 18.7% (p < .0002) and 30.0%
(p < .00001) for the non-focal and focal positions.

which showed toy horses, the least popular image also had the low-
est number of labels, suggesting that it may have been avoided due
to its difficulty.

Figure 3 shows the size of the change relative to baseline
for incentives depending on their type and saliency.

Figure 3: Comparison of treatment effects by saliency of po-
sition
Notes: This chart shows the increase in the fraction of people who
selected each position relative to the baseline. The data are broken
down by whether the incentive was placed in a focal or non-focal
position. For example, the first bar indicates that an additional 30
percentage points of people chose the focal position when it had a
5-cent bonus. The above bars correspond to the treatment effects
under Treatment 4, 3, 2 and 1 relative to Treatment 0, the base-
line. Error bars report standard errors and show that more salient
incentives had a significantly greater effect.

Hence for both monetary and non-monetary incentives,
we see that more salient positioning substantially increases
its effectiveness. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

Progress bars weakly influence whether a worker
selects an image

Using data from Treatment groups 0, 1 and 2, we tested
whether the arrangement of progress bars causes workers to
change which position they select. Surprisingly, the progress
bar arrangements can be used as an effective way to influ-
ence how workers choose tasks (as shown in the bottom row
of Figure 2). Using progress bars in the non-focal position
increases the proportion of people who select it to 17.1%,
about the level that would be expected if people did not have
any bias or preference over positions.

Progress bars have a greater effect on which position a
worker selects when placed in a salient, focal position. In
the baseline, 36.0% of workers chose the focal image; when
the focal image was incentivized using progress bars, this
rose to 55.7%. For the non-focal position, the baseline was
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8.5% and increased to 17.1% when incentivized. Figure 3
shows same information graphically.

Monetary bonuses strongly influence whether a
worker selects an image

We hypothosized that by offering a 5-cent bonus to label
the images at certain positions, we could induce workers to
label those images. Further, we hypothesized that bonuses
would be more effective when placed at the focal position as
compared with the non-focal position simply because focal
bonuses were more likely to be noticed.

Using data from Treatment groups 0, 3 and 4, we found
that bonuses were highly effective, regardless of where they
were offered. When the bonus was offered at the focal po-
sition, selection of the image at that position increased to
66.4% from the baseline level of 36.4%. When the bonus
was offered at the non-focal position, uptake increased from
8.5% to 27.2%.

When monetary bonuses were combined with the
progress bars in the non-focal position, the percentage of
people choosing the bottom-right image increased from
8.5% to 53.1% for a total of almost 45%. Independently,
progress bars raised the percentage almost 9% and bonuses
by about 18%. Combining both increased the proportion that
selected the non-focal position by an additional 18%.

Don’t overpay—small bonuses worked as well as
larger ones

We hypothesized that workers would choose the image that
was in the position of the highest bonus. Our conjecture is
supported by the data, but one caveat for would-be crowd-
sourcers is that our 5 cent bonus was unnecessary—1-cent
was suffice to shift behavior, with no discernible difference
in the 1-cent versus the 5-cent treatments.

Using data from treatment groups 0, 3, and 5, we varied
the level of the bonus in the non-focal position and to deter-
mine whether paying 1 cent versus 5 cents affects the like-
lihood that workers will choose to work on the image in the
non-focal position. As previously discussed, paying a 5-cent
bonus in the non-focal position raised the proportion of peo-
ple selecting that position to 27% relative to a baseline of
8%. When we pay a small bonus of 1 cent, 29% of workers
are induced to select the non-focal position. Paying either
a 1- or 5-cent bonus more than triples the proportion who
select the non-focal position and there is essentially no dif-
ference between paying a 1-cent or 5-cent bonus.6

Conclusion

As crowdsourcing and human computation systems evolve
and expand, the magnitude and efficacy of offered incen-
tives will be of first-order importance: there can be no human

6The difference between 27% and 29% is not significant. How-
ever, there is a possibility that workers perceived the 1 cent bonus
as larger given that it was positioned near a zero-cent bonuses. One
way to test this hypothesis would be to introduce another treatment
where Treatment 3 and 4 is modified to include all 1-cent bonuses
and a single 2-cent bonus (rather than a 5-cent bonus).

computation without the humans, and humans will need to
be given the proper incentives.

Our paper shows that incentives and signals—regardless
of their type—need to be known and salient in order to
be effective. This result is perhaps not too surprising: we
would hardly expect workers to be motivated by bonuses
they are unaware of or for community members to strive
to earn badges that others do not recognize. However,
our results have subtler and hence more easily overlooked
implications—namely that combining incentives of different
types can be very effective. In our experiment, the strongest
effects were obtained by using hybrid incentives that com-
bined non-monetary and monetary incentives or by placing
monetary incentives in a salient position.

Although monetary incentives worked better than non-
monetary incentives in general, a salient, well-positioned
non-monetary incentive was as effective as a more costly
monetary incentive that was poorly positioned. This sug-
gests that task designers should recognize the role that
saliency plays in enhancing or diminishing the power of in-
centives.
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